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Abst rac t .  A universal description method of sign language is the most 
fundamental requirement in sign language research. Although a number 
of methods including notations have been invented, few are in substan- 
tial use for describing general sign languages. In this paper, we present 
structural description method of hand configuration based on human 
hand structure and geometric sign features, and explain with a series 
of arguments that this method has potential as a universal description 
method of sign language. 

1 Introduction 

Although, there are hundreds of sign languages in the world developed in various 
cultures, there is no agreed way of representing sign language. The question 'Can 
we develop a compact universal description method of sign language which pro- 
vides conceptually tractable information of the signs?' is the most fundamental 
question in sign language research. 

Three main methods can be identified in approaches to sign language rep- 
resentation. The first and the simplest is to use sign image itself. The image 
can then be edited or digitized to be available for applications. The difficulty is 
that  this scenario involves an explosive amount of data, most of which would 
probably be useless in any given investigation. Techniques of pattern recognition 
and scene analysis may be used extract necessary information from the image; 
however, they have not been developed to this level of practical use. 

The second is to describe signs in natural language. The problem is now 
the reverse of that  for imagery: the description may be compact; but actual 
regeneration of the signs requires a certain amount of knowledge of the natural 
language. Moreover, natural language descriptions are subject to ambiguity and 
imprecision in specifying positions, traces, and styles of hand motion. 

The third is to describe signs in a notation or symbolic form. This method 
is the most feasible because it abstracts geometric information of the sign in a 
more compact and clearer way than the other two. 

The expressive power of notation can be exemplified by musical score. Mu- 
sical score is so well-designed as a description of music that  it is used in every 
process of musical composition: in recording and refining musical ideas, and in 
performing music. 

A r g u m e n t  1 As a form of sign language representation, notation is superior 
to natural language or image in compactness and clearness. 
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Our further discussion in this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 surveys 
conventional sign language notations. Section 3 introduces structural description 
method of hand configuration. Section 4 gives comparison of the method with 
other notations. Section 5 concludes this paper. 

2 Conventional Sign Language Notations 

Two notation systems, Stokoe notation [1] and I-Ionna notation [2], which are 
known to the general public through books and thus provide sufficient informa- 
tion are chosen to be examined in this section. 

2.1 Stokoe Notat ion  

Stokoe notation, the world's first practical notation system of sign language, 
has been developed in 1964 by William C. Stokoe and his colleagues to describe 
separate signs of American Sign Language (ASL) by symbols. Analogous with 
the phoneme of natural language, Stokoe named chereme (CARE-eem, the first 
syllable from a Homeric Greek word meaning 'handy') the unit of sign language 
[3]. Cheremes are instances of three sign aspects which distinguish a sign from 
all other signs in the language: (1) the place where it is made, (2) the distinctive 
configuration of the hand or hands making it, and (3) the action of the hand or 
hands. 

Stokoe used fifty-five symbols to describe about 3,000 signs of ASL [1]. A sign 
is written as TD 8, where 'T', 'D', and 's' represent tab (tabular, the place), dez 
(designator, the active hand), and sig (signation, the action) symbol, respectively. 
Signs are written like TD~ if the sig actions are combined; that is they are done 
at the same time. The sig symbols are written side by side (TD 8s) if one sig 
action is done first and a second follows. Two dez symbols (TDD s) are written 
if both the signer's hands serve as a double dez. 

2.2 t t o n n a  Notat ion  

Stokoe notation stimulated researchers of sign language to extend the idea to 
their own sign languages. In 1984, Honna et al. developed a notation system 
suited to Japanese Sign Language (:ISL) [2]. 

ttonna notation also regards sign language as being composed of three as- 
pects, i.e. hand shape, movement, and location. In IIonna notation, however, 
hand shape is again decomposed into two independent elements, i.e. hand con- 
figuration and orientation. Hand configuration is further classified into basic form 
(H) and transconfigurations (C, B, B', P, A, T, Y). Orientation is composed 
of two directions, i.e. the direction of fingertips (to be exact, it must be the 
direction of the middle finger when the hand is open) and the direction of the 
palm. Each direction is one of the six directions: up("T"), down("~"), left("~"),  
right("--+"), forward(+), and backward(-). Movement and location are classified 
into subgroups. 
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2.3 R e v i e w  o f  t h e  Notations 

Honna notation is more general than Stokoe notation and can describe hand 
shapes in JSL and ASL. Unfortunately, however, even Honna notation is proba- 
bly insufficient as a universal sign language notation because it does not reflect 
real hand configuration correctly. The finger configurations are defined ambigu- 
ously, and constraints of the human hand that  exert delicate influence upon hand 
configuration are not taken into account. Consequently, correct hand shape can- 
not be deduced from the notation. 

A r g u m e n t  2 The hand configuration should be described in terms of global fea- 
tures so that the description is not sensitive to local deformation. At  the same 
time, it should be described with reasonable accuracy so that unrealistic hand 
configurations are not generated. 

"Structural" notation based on anatomical structure of the human hand and 
structural analysis of signs can overcome the drawback of the conventional no- 
tations. 

3 S t r u c t u r a l  D e s c r i p t i o n  o f  H a n d  C o n f i g u r a t i o n  

In this section, we describe a structural description method of hand configuration 
(hand shape) based on mechanical peculiarities and internal constraints of the 
human hand. It has been incorporated into the design of "Handnotation" of 
which we have been working on the development as a general sign language 
notation. 

3.1 C h e r e m e s  C o n c e p t  

We accept Stokoe's concept that cheremes are derived from three aspects of 
signs, i.e. hand configuration, location, and movement. However, we note the 
qualitative difference of the three aspects of sign (Fig. 1): Hand configuration 
and location are static in nature, but movement is dynamic. The number of 
distinguishable hand shapes is finite, while that of location or movement is finite 
or infinite. We also believe that movement is nothing but change of static aspects. 
Therefore, not only change of location but also change of hand configuration is 
a movement for us. 

A r g u m e n t  3 Chremes are derived from three aspects of sign: two static aspects 
- hand configuration and location, and one dynamic aspect - movement. Move- 
ment is change of static aspects in a time interval. 

3.2 Hand Configuration Analysis 

We take a hand configuration to be a set of feature specifications. 
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Def in i t i on  1. A configuration is a set of feature specifications. A feature spec- 
ification is an ordered pair of the form <feature-name, feature-value>, where a 
feature name is an atomic symbol begins with capital letter and a feature value 
is an atomic symbol in small letter or a symbol indicating a part of the hand 
or a configuration. When < f,  v > is a member of configuration C, we write 
C(f)  = v, i.e. C yields the value v for the argument f .  

Fig. 2 illustrates the skeleton of the right hand seen from the pahnar side. 
Some terminology and abbreviations in this figure will be used to facilitate our 
discussion. For example, M(II) represents the metacarpal bone of the middle 
finger. Joint angle will be represented by the symbol 0~(7) , where a is the 
rotation axis, ~ the joint, and 7 the finger. 

Hand configuration (HC) is represented by five finger configurations (FIN(f), 
f = I, II, III, IV, V) and orientation configuration (ORI): 

HC = {FIN(I), FIN(II), FIN(III), FIN(IV), FIN(V), ORI} (1) 

Considering that fingers I, II, III, and IV are planar manipulators [5], FIN(i) (i 
= I, II, III, IV, V) can be specified by ODIP, Opip, and OMp of finger i. If we use 
the constraint between the joint angles of DIP and PIP (ODIP = ~ OpIp) [5], 
bending state of a finger can be specified by OMp and Opl P. 

A l t h o u g h  OMp and OpIp can have continuous values within the joint angle 
limits, the bending degree (feature FLEX) can be classified according to singu- 
larity: 

1. 0 has zero value. 
2. 0 has the maximum value within its joint angle limit. 
3. 0 has a value between zero and the maximum value. 
4. 0 is determined by other joint or finger(s). 

These four classes are represented as feature values s t r a i g h t ,  b e n t ,  curved  
and p a s s i v e ,  respectively. The MP joint can move left or right (feature ASIDE) 
and make the finger contact or cover the next finger. Thus, configuration of 
finger i is the set of features: 

FIN(i) = {MPC(i),  PIPC(i)},  i = I, II, III, IV (2) 

MPC(i)  = {FLEX, ASIDE} (3) 

/ 1. Hand Configuration (Finite) 
Static <... 

Sign Aspect ( 2. Location (Finite or Infinite) 

\ 
Dynamic ~ 3. Movement (Inf'mite) 

Fig. 1. Qualitative differences of three sign aspects. 
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h Thumb Ih Index HI: Middle IV: Ring V: Little 

II III 

Distal(p3)phalanx _ ' ......... ":" Distal interphalangeal 
" ~ " ~ '  '-~ . l l  \ (DIp) 

Middle (P2) P h a l a n x ~ ' ~ " T ' } ' " "  " " - " ' T ~ . "  [ I I / " ~ ' " ~ " - .  " ....... ":" Proximal " "lnterphalangcal 

P r o x i m a l p h a l a n x ~ _ _ ~ ' ~ - ] - ~ (  ~ f ~ v  (PIP) 
(P1) ~.t Nja~ ....... ~'lnterphalangeal 

7"./( (i,) 
Metacarpal [. ~ ......... ":* Metacarpophalangeal 

Hamate bone ~ Trapezoid bone 

Pisiform bone Trapezium bone 

Triquetral bone Capitate bone 

Lunate bone Tubercle of 
scapboid bone 

Fig. 2. The hand skeleton seen from the palmar side [4]. 

PIPC(i) = {FLEX} (4) 

ASIDE = {no, CONTACT, COVER}, where (5) 

(MPC(i) or PIPC(i))(FLEX) E { s t r a i g h t ,  curved, bent ,  passiveS6) 

ASIDE(CONTACT or COVER) E {I, II, III, IV, V} (7) 

The feature CONTACT need not be specified when MPC(FLEX)= bent  because 
the finger inevitably is in contact with its neighboring finger(s) when their MP 
joints are fully bent (See [5]). 

Thumb configuration is more complex to describe since the thumb moves with 
larger degreew of freedom than other fingers, frequently touching other fingers or 
the palm. The thumb operates on hand configuration in two ways - by its own 
configuration or by its relationship with other fingers. When the thumb operates 
on hand configuration by its own configuration, its configuration is usually at 
a singular point within the whole configuration space of the thumb. When the 
thumb operates on hand configuration by its relationship with other fingers, it 
touches, covers or lies between finger(s). 

HC(FIN(V)) E T, where (8) 

T = { open, c losed ,  s tand,  f o l d - i n ,  fo ld -ou t ,  TOUCH, INBETWEEN} 

FIN(V)(TOUCH) = p (9) 

FIN(V)(INBETWEEN) = {F1, F2} (10) 

where p is the place touched and the values of F1, F2 are finger numbers. 
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Orientation configuration consists of two directions, i.e. the direction of M(II) 
(DIRM) and the direction normal to the palm (DIRP). It is known that eight 
directions are adequate to classify directions of shapes on a plane [6]. If we expand 
the plane into space, all the possible directions become 26. Thus, the value of 
DIRM is specified as one of 26 unit vectors in our notation. When DIRM is 
decided, DIRP can have one of eight directions on the plane normal to DIRM. 

ORI = {DIRM, DIRP} (11) 

ORI(DIRM) = ei, where i = 1, 2,- . . ,  26 (12) 

ORI(DIRP) = Sj, where j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  8. (13) 

Example 1. The hand configuration of the hand in Fig. 4(a) would be the set of 
feature specifications as follows: 

three = 
{<FIN(I), {<MPC, {<FLEX, s t r a i g h t > ,  <ASIDE, no>}>, 

<PIPC, {<FLEX, s t r a i g h t > } > } > ,  
<FIN(II), {<MPC, {<FLEX, s t r a i g h t > ,  <ASIDE, no>}>, 

<PIPC, {<FLEX, s t r a i g h t > } > ) > ,  
<FIN(III), {<MPC, {<FLEX, curved>, <ASIDE, no>}>, 

<PIPC, {<FLEX, s t r a i g h t > } > } > ,  
<FIN(IV), {<MPC, {<FLEX, pass ive>}>,  

<PIPC, {<FLEX, pass ive>}>}>,  
<FIN(V), {<TOUCH, IV>)>,  
<ORI, {<DIRM, u>, <DIRP, 0>}>} 

3.3 Visualization 

As it has often been said that a picture is worth a thousand words, pictures 
can convey meaning in a more intuitive and understandable way than one- 
dimensional, textual words. Taking this point into account, we created a visual 
notation in which the information of hand configuration expressed in feature 
notations can be visualized. The symbols (not all) are illustrated in Fig. 3. They 
are designed so that the meaning can be understood by their visual form. For in- 
stance, the orientation a DIRM symbol means can quickly be understood simply 
by imagining an arrow located in space. The symbols are written in correspond- 
ing places of "sign score" (Fig. 4(b)). 

A r g u m e n t  4 Symbols in sign language notation must be designed to reveal their 
meaning in their visual forms. 

4 E x p e r i m e n t  

Our method can describe all the manual letters of ASL, JSL, and KSL (Korean 
Sign Language). Compared with Stokoe and Honna notations, our notation de- 
scribes more general hand configurations with fewer symbols and more readable 
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A. Symbols for finger joints (except the thumb joints) configuration 

o e |  | 
straight contact curved bent covering passive 

~/~ ~ >  < ~  ~ B "  Symbols for the thumb configuration 0 
p: joint or 

limb or 
finger id. 

closed open fold stand touch 

C. Symbols for ORIM 

forward directions backward directions 

D. Symbols for ORIP 4 

o 

Fig. 3. Visual symbols for specifying hand configuration. 

forms (Table 1). Furthermore, its description is more faithful to real hand shapes. 
For instance, while all the III configurations in their "basic forms" H12a(manual 
letter for "3") ,  H1234, and Ha are described identically in Honna notation, we de- 
scribe the III configuration in the manual letter for "3" as " curved" on MP(III) 
rather than "straight" considering constraints caused by finger IV (Fig. 4). 

5 Conc lus ion  

We presented a structural description method of hand configuration based on 
anatomical structure and constraints of the human hand. We have shown that 
this description is compact and can describe more general and precise hand 
configurations than conventional empirical notations. 

There are more works to be done on describing sign movement aspect. As our 
structural approach to hand configuration description has been very encouraging, 
we are working to extend it to general sign motion description. 
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Table  1. Com 3arison of notations. 

Notation Stokoe Notatior~ Honna Notation Handnotation 

Features conceptual conceptual geometric 
Low level unit whole hand finger joint 
of description 
Number of Dez: 19 hand config.: 9 4 fingers config.: 6 
basic symbols (Tab: 12) hand orient.: 6 thumb config.: 7 

(Sig: 24) hand orient.: 26 
Describable limited general but limited general 
config. (19) in orientation 
Form textual textual visual 
Faithfulness to weak weak good 
real hand shapes 
Constraints not considered not considered considered 

IV III II I M P 

V 

0 
b. 

Fig. 4. Manual letter for "3"drawn by the Handnotation interpreter (a), and its nota- 
tional description (b). III is "curved" on MP by constraints caused by IV. 
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